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Real Estate Rising – where’s the boom headed?
Quick, easy money-maker cocktails
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Editor’s Rant
I was born in a pub. By that, I don’t mean
metaphorically I have spent too much time
haunting public houses. After entering the world in
Mona Vale hospital, my parents brought me home
to the Frenchs Forest Hotel, where they worked as
recovery managers for Tooths. One of my earliest
memories is sitting outside in the courtyard, aged 3,
watching the enormous drive-in movie screen next
door, with no sound.
Going on to spend the customary years attempting
to sneak into licensed venues as a teenager, I
began like so many in this industry, picking up
glasses and pulling beers behind soggy bar mats.
Spending uncountable nights on both sides of the
bar somehow qualified me later in life to operate
the hotel of an old family friend in the Southern
California party town of San Diego.
The American pub scene is somewhat different to
Australia, with most staff working predominantly
for tips. This has created a highly service-driven
environment that sees a lot of hungry young
people eager for employment. San Diego also has
the lowest average age in the country, with several
major universities and America’s largest naval base,
Miramar, only a short distance from party central,
Pacific Beach.

that is the ‘pub’ represents more in our hostile,
sprawling environment than any other country
I have encountered. Typically the centre of
towns, frequently the shelter in crisis or the hub
of community change, from tin shacks to multimillion dollar creations, the pub is one of the most
ubiquitous and socially significant industries in
Australia.
I have begun this publication in honour of our
beloved pub culture, and hope to become the
industry bible for the highs and lows of something
none of us would ever want to have to do without.
We are The Information Collective (TIC) and will
use the power of digital and information analysis to
bring better-than-ever perspective to the roughly
5,000 pubs and tens of thousands of people
employed by them.
Cheers – to the Aussie pub.

Located in the heart of ‘PB’, The Australian Pub
focused on some of the elements that make us
such a great pub nation (plus a sickening amount of
boomerang-style paraphernalia) and allowed me to
enjoy the best of both cultures in the one location.
For the past four years or so I have lived, breathed
and written about the subject of operating
pubs in the wide brown land. The institution
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Feature

2014 - The Year That Was
Clyde Mooney takes a look at the year that was 2014.
2013 closed brutally for the hospitality industry as
a second teenager was struck down by a coward
punch on the streets of Kings Cross. The random
New Year’s Eve incident cast a shadow over the
coming year, as the public reacted to media seizing
on the disturbingly similar events to paint a picture
of a trend and culture that was out of control.
Whilst there may be more than just anecdotal
evidence of ‘escalating violence’ in youth, the raft
of measures already imposed on Australia’s most
notorious entertainment district – and the increases
to those measures that would follow in coming
months – put onus on venue restrictions and
entry times, despite the fact that the twin incidents
occurred on the streets, early in the evening.

Briefly, the State Government (under Barry O’Farrell),
Hospitality Minister (then George Souris) and Police
Commander Mark Murdoch all rejected ideas of
implementing the so-called ‘Newcastle solution’ of
lockouts and cut-offs, citing its potential damage to
Sydney’s international image.
Poignant cries by the likes of the AHA for
mandatory drug-testing for offenders were attacked
in the media as merely the scape-goating of a
privileged pack of wealthy business owners with
politicians in pockets. Failure to even publicly
address the issue of offenders coupling the legal
consumption of alcohol with unknown catalysts for
violence such as ‘ice’ and anabolic steroids, not only
places an unfair burden on the liquor industry but
risks merely shifting the problem to less controlled
environments.
Despite the mounting evidence against heavyhanded measures, the O’Farrell Government backflipped the following month and blanketed the
CBD and Kings Cross with harsh and ill-conceived
regulations that would shape the year to come.
Amazingly, the new laws were scheduled to come
into effect on the weekend of one of the world’s
great street parties, Sydney’s gay & lesbian mardi
gras.
On the cusp of February, Iris Group confirmed its
acquisition of the Coles-leased gaming mecca
the Palms Hotel in Sydney’s golden Bankstown
district, for around $23m. The first of a busy year
for Iris, which touts its strategy of acquisitions
upon which it can add value – historically through
structural expansion – the site is on 12,000 square
metres and already had established DA potential for
development.
American gaming giant Bally Technologies, fresh
from its takeover of SHFL Entertainment in 2013,
cemented its foothold into Australian pubs inking a
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The Year That Was
deal with Australian Leisure & Hospitality (ALH) to
roll out a suite of applications, featuring amongst
other things voluntary commitment, across 270
venues. ALH announced that the measure was at
least partially motivated by the Woolworths-backed
group receiving consistent negative publicity
around its gaming interests.
Another finance-backed new player to pubs,
Halcyon Hotel Group (HHG), charged
into another expansive year by
securing the coveted Buena Visata, in
the rich and almost pub-less suburb
of Mosman.

leasehold on the heritage-linked Plough Inn Tavern.
The same week, Queensland’s Fox Group fell victim
to echoes of the crisis years, losing the Surfair
Tavern to administrators.
Coles continued its freehold divestment strategy,
testing the markets in Queensland and for the
first time in Western Australia, with the Old Bundy
Tavern and Victoria Park Hotel (respectively).
Perth institution the Paddo Ale House,
operated for over two decades by AHA
President and former league great Neil
Randall, also came up for sale. The
“heart and soul of Mt Hawthorn” lease
was successfully bought (again) by
Randall.

Justin Hemmes kicked off what
would be busy yet another year for
Merivale with the purchase of the
Paddington Arms from high-profile
foodie pub operator Joe Saleh, who
had found the Oxford Street pub
didn’t quite fit between his Colin
Fasnidge-fronted Four in Hand and
4Fourteen fine-dining venues.

Recognising issues with scale,
particularly after the Brisbane
acquisitions, Riversdale sold its beloved
Bellevue Hotel in Paddington for north
of $5m to the Steven Speed and Peter
Walker operation WDS Group.

Riversdale re-opened the enormous Elephant &
Wheelbarrow Hotel it had bought for upward of
$26m mid-2013. After an eight month renovation
to reinvent and break up the Brisbane icon, it reemerged as The Elephant.
Hotel Property Investments, the freeholder of
around forty venues and landlord to Coles-run
pubs, reported a healthy profit increase as a result
of its structure post-ASX listing the previous year.
Emanating from a spin-off of properties under
the re-financed Redcape, the IPO-floated entity’s
improved results indicated improved confidence
from money markets, particularly given Redcape’s
link with the turmoils of the GFC years.

In April Merivale struck again, consolidating its
move into the Eastern suburbs with that of the
massive but de-crowned Coogee Palace. The trailblazing Hemmes, who counts some of Sydney’s
most successful venues in his trophy cabinet, turned
the majestic old building around and re-launched
an amazing array of offerings in the ground floor of
the hotel less than four months later.

In March Brisbane’s South Bank Corporation, which
resulted from the city’s 1988 World Expo, backed
investment in the district by offering a 99-year

Hotel Bondi
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The Year That Was
The Eastern Suburbs run hit the next gear as first
the English-styled street-sprawling Lord Dudley and
then the landmark Tea Gardens Hotel hit the market.
The latter was being divested by ALG (Australian
Leisure Group) in recognition of the market
potential on its investment, and was “snapped up”
for $37m just hours after the campaign closed.

figures released in June confirmed what the
industry knew and popular media refused to
acknowledge – that assault rates in and around
licensed venues in the Sydney Local Government
Area were continuing to drop, and were in fact at
the lowest levels in two decades.
Feedback from venues was along the lines of
a more than 30 per cent drop in revenue and
extensive staff layoffs. Venues outside the black
zones were reporting mixed blessings, and a
market for buyers appeared to be growing for
operations bordering the lockout zones.
Iris Group took on another two venues, securing
the gaming district-friendly Wentworth Hotel in
Homebush and One World Bar in Parramatta.
Parramatta’s top gaming pub the Rose & Crown
also sold, the long-term owners taking the cash
of investors new to the pub game, who reported
intentions of engaging operators to run it.

ALH followed suit with the freehold of its Top 25
gaming pub, Fairfield’s Cambridge Tavern, offering
investors itself as a blue-ribbon tenant for the next
44 years. The offer was gladly accepted for north of
$20m.
Amid a grey cloud of ACCC activity, AHA NSW CEO
Paul Nicolaou relinquished his positions – first
a resignation as head of Liberal party fundraiser
Millennium Forum, then “indefinite leave” from the
Hotels Association. John Whelan stepped in as
acting CEO and assumed the role later in the year to
widespread approval.
In May the inaugural Brisbane Liquor Accords
Conference (BLAC) took place, bringing together
hospitality stakeholders from all viewpoints to
discuss challenges to the industry and community.
The landmark forum sensibly reached the
conclusion that the issues were complex and
required further collaboration to effect change.

The obviously gaming-centric Vegas Hotels of
Seven Hills and Kings Cross came on the market,
with vendors the Redmond Group revealing plans
for a $200m retail and commercial development at
their Mt Druitt Vegas Hotel.
Another valuable gaming venue, Sylvania’s Crest
Hotel also came up for grabs.
ALH sent the pub market into a minor frenzy in
July as it announced intentions to sell a recordsetting 54 freeholds to an investment vehicle, likely
one backed by multi-billion dollar property fund
manager Charter Hall Group (CHG).

And Paddington’s London Hotel went up for sale,
with owner Ben May saying “it feels like time”.

The $603m deal went ahead in early September,
with the newly-formed Long WALE Investment
Parnership (LWIP) created by CHG and
superannuation giant Hostplus the new big player in
Australian pub real estate. The other major landlord
to ALH, the publicly listed Australian Leisure &
Entertainment (ALE), had run its ruler over the deal
but not become involved in the result.

Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR)

Bally Technologies took another strategic step in
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The Year That Was
the global gaming market, buying leading social
gaming site Dragonplay for around $100m. The
poker machine company cited the acquisition, a
front-foot move against the growing online gaming
sector, as a new channel through which to leverage
its existing content.
Utilising capital freed from freeholds, Coles
purchased rather than sold its first pub in several
years, Hope Island’s Marina Quays Tavern. With the
tile comes the all-important anchor premise entitled
to up to four retail liquor outlets, as per Queensland
law.

and redevelopment until SHR stepped in and saved
the ‘grand old lady of Abbotsford’.
Almost simultaneously, Singapore-based developer
Figtree Holdings bought one of Melbourne’s oldest
continuously licensed venues, the Duke of Kent, for
around $14m.
The second week of the month saw Wollongong
gaming rising star Dicey Riley’s hit the market, and
the same day Pelthon’s gaming goldmine the Lucky
Australian, with the group citing capital-raising to
put into a big new Queensland venue.

After four decades of ownership by the late Cyril
Maloney, the iconic and idyllically positioned Hotel
Bondi came on the market. The four-storey building,
built in 1919, was reportedly purchased for around
$40m by the son of the great man, fast becoming an
industry icon himself, Kim Maloney.
Heralding a long-awaited recovery from the
licensing restrictions that would so affect the
nation’s pubs for years to come, Hamilton’s Sydney
Junction Hotel sold, then during the first week of
August the area’s Patonga Beach Hotel sold to a
local develop for around $8m, and the multi-level
Exchange Hotel hit the market. Agents reported
interest from a variety of buyer types, with the
publicly listed Lantern Group going on to buy
the Exchange for over $9m, citing a ‘strategic
acquisition’ and cementing reinvigorated interest in
the troubled precinct.
The following week, NSW Police Commissioner
Andrew Scipione came out to the media, dismissing
the AHA’s predictions about loss of trade and jobs
in Newcastle, saying the industry’s concern “hasn’t
been borne out in reality”. The AHA reacted tersely,
reminding the Commissioner that within two years
of the restrictions beginning, nine out of fourteen
(64 per cent) of the restricted hotels had closed,
suffered forced sales or were in receivership.
Melbourne’s Sand Hill Road pub group re-opened
the Terminus Hotel with a “breathtaking” new
design. The pub had been earmarked for demolition

The Newman Government’s ‘Safe Night Legislation’
came out, holding promise of “a better solution
for pubs”. The legislation appeared to incorporate
some of the better results to have come out of
highly restricted areas such as Newcastle and Kings
Cross, as well as amendments to legalities such as
recognising “other intoxicating substances” in the
definition of intoxicated.
In a case of big, bigger, enormous fish, America’s
Scientific Games announced intentions to acquire
Bally Technologies for around $5.1 bn.
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In September Pub industry stalwarts the Laundys
and Fraser Short teamed up to trump dozens of
bidders and buy both the Mona Vale Hotel and
Northies pub from long-time operator and Laundy
family old friend, Peter Beaumont. The two massive
sites amounted to a deal worth a rumoured $56m.

Elsewhere in WA, Complete Group finalised its
purchase of the Beadon Bay Hotel for around $5m,
announcing plans for a further $11m development
on the site.
In Victoria, the iconic Prince of Wales Hotel came
on the market for circa $45m, replete with approved
plans for additional accommodation to make use of
the State’s brand new development laws, and a 20year lease to Gerry Ryan’s Melbourne Pub Group.
Later in the month, Collingwood’s British Crown
Hotel came to market, also sporting an established
tenant, and Corkman’s Irish Pub sold to developers
for $4.76m – more than $1.5m above reserve.
In November Sydney’s Petersham district saw the
White Cockatoo sell for around $4.5m, shortly
followed by the leasehold of the Newington Inn to
the recently cashed-up Solotel.

Rockdale gaming giant the Grand Hotel came
on the market. One of a diminishing pool of topranking gaming pubs in the hands of private
operators, it went on to sell for a rumoured $25m to
an investor.
Moving South, Lantern Group purchased Botany’s
Waterworks for around $8m, and Gallagher Hotels
signed on the line for its biggest acquisition yet,
Ryde’s Royal Hotel, for a reported $18m.
Topping these, Bruce Solomon’s Solotel again
put the Golden Sheaf on the market, this time
offering just the freehold – leased back to himself
as operator as per golden tenants ALH and Spirit
Hotels – for a more market-attractive $40m. This
was gladly accepted by investor Vaughan Blank at
an impressive 6.5 per cent yield.
Early October, Western Australia’s Department of
Racing, Gaming and Liquor released findings to
show that barring notices were having the desired
effect, bringing “improved behaviour” to antisocial
pub patrons.
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Further strengthening its presence in the gaming
heartland of Western Sydney, Redcape purchased
another hotel in Eastwood, picking up the undercapitalised Landmark Hotel to add to its lucrative
portfolio.
Topping an extremely acquisitive year, Iris Group
opened the purses again in December, reining in
both the Cock n’ Bull in on-fire Bondi for $20m and
Grumpy’s Hotel in Hurlstone Park for around $11m.
CEO Sam Arnaout told The Australian the capitalbased owner operators had been long considering
an IPO, hinting at further pending acquisitions by
describing the IPO as something they are “working
towards”.
Perth’s iconic Raffles Hotel reopened in time for
Christmas and amid a flurry of media fanfare and
attention. Colonial Leisure Group’s $5 million facelift
included a nod to the hotel’s links with rock icons
AC/DC, opening a Highway Bar upstairs. By the first
week of the New Year the venue would be in the
media again due to a spat over sweaty lycra.
And that’s the way of pubs.

Brand News
Feral hogs Local Taphouse beer
honours

Craft beer meccas the Local Taphouse – instalments
in Sydney’s Darlinghurst and Melbourne’s St Kida
– has completed the eighth year of its ‘Hottest 100
Aussie Craft Beers’ poll. Thousands of beer lovers
from around the country voted for their favourite
Aussie craft beers of 2014, from a selection of more
than 1800 candidates.
For an amazing third year in a row, Western
Australia’s Feral Brewing has taken top gong. The
proudly Australian owned and operated brewery,
only 20 kilometres out of the Perth CBD, has
achieved almost cult status with its 5.8 per cent ABV
American IPA ‘Hop Hog’ that
according to the brewer
“explodes with citrusy
flavours and hop aromas,
rounded out with a solid
malt backbone”.
Coming in at number two
was Byron Bay’s Stone &
Wood Brewery’s Pacific Ale
(Australian Pale Ale), which
has made the top ten for
the past six years. After that
was Manly’s 4 Pines with its
Pale Ale followed by Little
Creatures’ Pale Ale
Pale Ales were easily the
dominant style appearing
on the list, and 27 made
the grade this year, but the
diversity of styles certainly
hints at the evolving market.
“The increase in the number of new beers and
styles being brewed is incredible and many of these
are found in this year’s results,” says Steve Jeffares,
Co-founder of The Local Taphouse.
“While Pale Ale easily remains the most popular
style, India Pale Ale (IPA), a stronger, hoppier style,
is catching up, following the trend in the United
States.
While the competition began nearly a decade ago
as fun for staff, it has become something of an
institution in the burgeoning craft beer community.
The voting process is taken very seriously, and only
one vote is allowed per person and per brewery.

Boutique Sangria a refreshing change
After a decade running a tapas restaurant in
Fortitude Valley serving their home-made sangria,
the Spanish-born Manolo Lopez and his wife have
launched Spanish Boutique Beverages. Not happy
with the available sangria at their restaurant, Lopez
began serving his own – made from an old family
recipe. The success of his refreshing classic Spanish
drink prompted the pair to invest three years
developing a “strong and sophisticated formula” that
fuses the Spanish and Australian cultures.
The ready-to-drink SKA Sangria
is a fusion of cabernet and shiraz
grapes from several Australian
regions. It is “seductively sweet”
like its origins, but with a modern
preservative-free twist – it boasts
a six-month shelf life, without
refrigeration. The cool and sweet
tastes of sangria complement
spicy foods such as peppers and
salsa.

Aussie jobsite working technology to
save money
Australian jobsite Workible has launched into the
pub market, offering a quick, easy way to attract,
manage and instantly evaluate job applications
when you need them – including your own
patrons. Using social media and a custom App to
register jobseekers, employers can then post a job
and have candidates ranked
and previewed to them in
moments.
The multi-level service can
cut both time and money
advertising and assessing for
part-time staff, and even has
a ‘Shift Management’ function
to fill sudden gaps, preventing
short-staffing.
Visit www.workible.com.au to learn more or post
a free ad.
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The Flutter
Share prices point to a
strong bet

Top gaming venues
honoured by industry

ASX-listed Australian gaming giants Tabcorp Holdings
(TAH) and Aristocrat Leisure (ALL) reflect the continued
strength in the country’s gaming industries.
Tabcorp ended 2014 embroiled in its ongoing dispute
with the Victorian Government over $686 million
compensation it is claiming in relation to the loss of its
duopoly market with Tatts in August 2012, when the
Brumby Government ended their exclusive ownership of
poker machine licenses in the State.
FY14 began with the Court of Appeal of the Supreme
Court of Victoria announcing it would award the bulk of
the $490 million claim to Tatts, effecting a huge burden
on the Victorian Government’s coffers, but denied
Tabcorp’s claim citing that the 2009 amendments to the
Gambling Act could not be interpreted in the company’s
favour.
Both the Victorian Government and Tabcorp are
discussing appeals to the ruling.
Tabcorp also announced on the last day of the year, and
interim arrangement securing the continued broadcast of
Victorian and NSW thoroughbred racing on Sky Racing, in
licensed venues and TAB agencies across Australia.
The ASX heard that the deal “will improve the customer
experience while Sky Racing negotiates long-term
broadcasting arrangements with the respective rights
holders”.
Tabcorp’s Keno made the papers in August when a lucky
pensioner in the Jim Dandy Hotel in Victoria’s Dandenong
ranges pocketed $2.8 million playing $1 10-number Keno
games. The jackpot made more than just a great luck for
the pub local, and proved something of a boon for ‘lucky’
Dandy.
TAH ended the year at 7.02 per share, representing a 27
per increase from the lows of 2012.
Aristocrat Leisure finished the year reporting a normalised
profit increase of 10.2 per cent, at $118.1 million, which
it cites was particularly driven by “share growth in the
critical North American gaming operations segment”.
ALL was also in a net cash position at year end due to
the equity-raising for the acquisition of Video Gaming
Technology Inc (‘VGT’), which was completed on late
October.

Venues that exemplified the integration of gaming
into their pub offerings were celebrated around the
country at the culmination of the year, with those
recognised for their gaming frequently celebrated
in other awards, demonstrating the industry’s
significance in a balanced venue.
In New South Wales, the local AHA gave a nod to
the Landmark Hotel, just a coin’s flip from the topranked Eastwood Hotel. The Landmark was snapped
up by gaming-centric Redcape in November, which
also owns the Eastwood and twin top-ranker the El
Cortez in Canley Heights.
In Western Australia, TAB hotel / PubTAB Award
went to Port Kennedy’s Port Kennedy Tavern.
In South Australia the Best Gaming Venue –
Metropolitan award went to the Warradale Hotel,
which also won the top gong – Best Overall Hotel.
At the National Awards for Excellence, honours for
Best Gaming Venue – Metropolitan went to Pegasus
Leisure’s Monaco reminiscent The Cove (pictured),
with its glamorous appearance and leisure-craft
access.

Normalised fully diluted earnings per
share amounted to 20.7 cents, which
represented a 6.7 per cent increase
on the prior corresponding period.

Aristocrat ASX Jan12 Jan2015
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Major Feature

View To The Future
In every industry there are two types
of people. Trail-blazers, and the rest of
us that watch, admire and learn as they
light the way.
PubTIC spoke to two of Australia’s most
respected and innovative publicans to
see what light they had to shed on the
next greatest year of the pub. Clyde
Mooney reports
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View to the Future

Coogee Pavilion

No-one would argue that in today’s global community, concepts and ideas are forming and being executed at a
pace never before seen in society – doubly so in hospitality.
The average patron is more worldly than ever, which frequently has the effect of making them dissatisfied with
mediocrity. Entertainment must be of a high-standard and readily available, and if it isn’t, so many of today’s
customers will simply tell their story walking.
Businesses that ply their trade by offering the discerning public a place where they can spend their hard-earned
dollars on consumables and fun can no longer take patronage for granted. What works today may soon need to be
re-assessed, and what worked yesterday – well, if it isn’t already failing it will sooner or later.
Straddling the Great Southern Land like a sumo on a barstool, PubTIC sought to meld the minds of a couple of
today’s stand-outs. Occupying opposite sides of the Continent yet largely similar sides of the fence, Merivale’s
Justin Hemmes in Sydney and Two Bit Group’s Andy Freeman in Perth sat down metaphorically with us to talk pub
business.

Who are these guys?
Justin Hemmes is the face of brand Merivale, and has somehow
achieved the status of pseudo-celebrity in his own right, operating some
of Sydney’s most A-List haunted establishments.
With more awards than you could buy a drink, Hemmes’ notoriety has
largely emanated from the immensely successful and ground-breaking
ivy hotel. The venue virtually personifies innovation through both its
unexpected layout and facilities, including the famous ivy pool bar, and
amazing array of offerings over multiple levels.
Evolving from a successful fashion label, Merivale has always shown
a very strong connection with design and aesthetics. This is clearly
apparent in the visually spectacular layouts that represent the knife’s edge
of what can be done with licensed venues – and not simply small bar
spaces but sprawling former beer halls such as was the Coogee Pavilion.
Hemmes says the latest opening, Coogee Rooftop, was his best yet, and
the theme – based on the discovering of the conservatory of an eccentric
botanist – clearly demonstrates the creative intensity with which the
venues are envisioned.
January 2015 PubTIC | 15

View to the Future
Andy Freeman began like so many in hospitality, travelling in Europe
and needing part-time work. Demonstrating obvious talent, he found
himself running operations at venues owned by the likes of super-chef
Marco Pierre White. Returning to native Perth, he began at the city’s uberpopular Luxe Bar as a lead bartender, and in 2006 took on ownership
in conjunction with the highly acclaimed and enigmatic self-professed
‘hunter of cool’ Michelle Mok.
An avid traveller, Freeman says he finds inspiration wherever he goes, and
was not satisfied to be a part-owner of one of the city’s most successful
venues. He had to open brand new concepts to show himself that he
could.
“I’m hungry,” he explains. “I needed creative closure to see if I could do it,
versus taking something created by another person and running that. It
has been a lot of fun.”

The Environment
2014 was quite the trial for Sydney venues in the CBD and Kings Cross, with a raft of heavy-handed measures being
hastily installed to address public backlash to a terrible run of tragic incidents.
In the unique position of owning one of the country’s most successful hotels, attracting several thousand visitors
on any typical weekend night, and also the most severely affected by the NSW punitive 3-Strike laws and tiering
system no doubt by virtue of the sheer number of people onsite, Hemmes is unquestionably in a position to
comment on the subject of violence and alcohol.
“It was a tough year, with increased pressure from media, and perception from the public,” he laments. “But in
business sometimes it just is what it is.
“The alcohol industry is an easy target, because it’s legal. It’s very difficult to put blame on an industry that’s illegal
(such as drugs), because if it’s illegal, then it shouldn’t be occurring.
“But saying that, we had a culture that needed to have the reins pulled in on it. People behaving aggressively or
stupidly while they are affected by drugs or alcohol or
both had to be reined in.
“There was a culture where people thought it was OK to
punch on, and that’s not on. That’s an appalling culture,
and one we cannot afford to have in our community.
Sometimes the people were alcohol-affected, sometimes
they were drug-affected, sometimes they were sober.
“So, measures were brought in to address this. The fact
that they were aimed primarily at the alcohol industry
and particularly on-premise, well that’s the way it is.
“The police are taking a really good stance against
individuals who behave in an aggressive manner,
causing harm to other people, and they’ve done a great
job putting the onus back on personal responsibility,
which is a great step forward. It certainly has had an
effect, because people realise that if you punch or
assault someone, there will be repercussions. You’re not
going to get away with it. There’s footage of everything
16 | January 2015 PubTIC

Coogee Pavilion Rooftop

View to the Future
nowadays, and lots of security.
“We are working closer and better than ever with the
NSW police, and we’re getting results. I see that as a
positive. There’s certainly been an improved culture, as
I see it. With that came a gamut of regulations, some
effective, some not so effective, but they’re there, so
you have to deal with it. We adjust our model to suit,
and continue with business.
““It’s certainly had an effect on revenue, but I think
we’re in a better place socially than we were a year
ago. People have to realise the government and

prominent advertisement at the bottom of the page
for Dan Murphy’s.
“I think there needs to be another review. You’ve
just got to be careful that if there is a reaction to a
circumstance, that it doesn’t have broader effects
on the industry and community, which is above
and beyond what they are trying to achieve. The
hospitality industry is vital to the community and to
employment and needs to be treated sensibly.
“There’s a much better sentiment out there at the
moment, which I think’s great for the industry. For me,

The Rouge, Perth

the police have social responsibilities; personal
responsibility comes into play now, whereas five,
eight years ago, if there was a fight, you blame the
publican. Now, they look at the circumstances, and
the individual is held to account and it’s clear they
must act in a more responsible way.”

I praise the government and police for getting it to
this point, but I think it needs a review now to assess
precisely which elements are helping. Regulations
that are restricting and damaging the industry without
having a positive effect on social issues need to be
revoked or amended.”

The largely unspoken plight of the restricted venues is
the fact that they have only a limited share of blame
in any societal issue with alcohol. Despite the fact
that the vast majority of liquor is sold off-premise,
and that the regulated environment of a venue offers
considerably more safety to innocent victims than
a private dwelling, the cowardly punch events that
triggered the whole outcry and Government knee-jerk
occurred on the streets – outside of venues, and by
perpetrators who had been denied entry to one.

Despite the restrictions applied to the CBD netting a
large number of the Group’s venues, last year proved
another busy one for the Merivale juggernaut, which
aligns and attracts, and even guides the front line of
foodies spreading their culinary influence throughout
pubs in Sydney and Australia.

During the interview with Hemmes, the irony was
shared of one mainstream newspaper’s coverage
of the first tragic Kings Cross incident, sporting a

“The customer is very excited about all the new
concepts and craft offerings of food and beverage, and
the more diversity we have – the more exciting the
industry is – the more people will go out and enjoy it,”
enthuses Hemmes.
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“The greater the diversity of offerings out there, the more people
will go out, not go home and just make an outing on a Thursday or
Friday or Saturday night.
“There are so many wonderful offerings now at affordable pricing,
people are going out Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday…
“So that market’s increasing, because people are going out and
entertaining more often.”
Entering 2015 Perth is preparing for the effects of new WA
regulation regarding part-time workers and penalty rates. Changes
to the trading conditions in the Western State are long overdue
according to Freeman, who describes the regulatory environment
simply as “a pain in the arse”.
However, he sees the winds of change blowing across Freemantle
and Perth in general, with the arrival of more discerning patrons
that have been around the block a few times.
“A more cultured consumer. Well-travelled, with a palate for
interesting, quality products. It’s great.
“2014 for me was a great year. We opened three brands in that
year, more or less, so we were the ‘new kids’. It was mostly our
honeymoon period, I guess, so we did ok.”

Luxe Bar, Perth

Gripping Perth like sweaty lycra, the burden of staffing is what Freeman proffered as the biggest hurdle to new
launches.
“Finding the first team of staff is typically the most important piece of the puzzle. This is hard in Perth; it seems to
be the same people everywhere. So trying to break bad old habits and filter fresh faces is tricky.”

Why is it so?
Honouring prudence, these two icons of hospitality weren’t asked directly what they think makes them so
successful. Instead, patterns of philosophy were sought, to see if there were commonalities that could be brought
to light.
Entering any Merivale establishment, from its hatted Establishment Hotel to one of its many niche laneway bars,
one can’t help but notice a plainly obvious commonality: a veritable army of bright, clean and highly professional
staff attending to everything, at all times.
Speaking to the man himself, it would be hard to envision him achieving this through wielding an iron fist. The
prevailing opinion from those that know him is that his influence over the Group’s massive team is derived more
from things such as his swinging a sledgehammer – in places like the basement of the Coogee Palace (now
Coogee Pavilion), knocking out walls.
The hands-on approach and unwavering leadership of Hemmes is undoubtedly an important aspect of the
operation. And far from being a show he painstakingly maintains, the simple disposition of being willing to learn
from anything and sharing successes sneaks out from time to time.
It was not lost on this reporter that despite owning some of Sydney’s most popular eating houses, and verging on
celebrity status in his own right, Hemmes remarked how great it was that he had to wait half an hour at his Ms G’s
restaurant for a table on a Monday night. All descriptions of his pubs, bars and eateries include references to the
team, and how “we” have been so lucky.
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Similarly, Freeman understands understanding the market, and the value of those that represent his brands.
“Service is paramount – and great music,” he says. “We try to have a bit of fun with the music.”
Freeman and Mok’s Luxe Bar has proven to be the launch pad for a staggering array of bar talent, including the
internationally acclaimed Jared Plummer. PubTIC discretely asked of some current staff if there was more than a
coincidence to this, to which they quickly replied that the pair’s knowledge and mentorship have proven invaluable.
Former staff are regularly known to drop by for a chat and a drink. Freeman says he’s been very lucky here, but
there could be more to it.
“It’s been great. I’m very fortunate in this department.
“I like to think we look after our staff. We try to build a very strong ‘culture’ in our venues. We have fun at work…
staff seem to respond to this very well.”

And now?
A new Premier in NSW and the new year holds hope of light at the end of the lock-out tunnel. Perth is virtually
bursting with development plans that promise to evolve the city from overgrown mining town to a truly
international destination.
Aware that you are seen to be only as good as your last success, Freeman is not resting on the new 2014 ventures,
and this month opened rooftop bar The Sherry, with refurbishment plans for rest of The Flour Factory to be
completed in April.
“Over to Paddington now – I have a couple of developments there I’ve got to work on, and then back to Coogee, I
guess.”

Caption: Coogee Pavilion Rooftop courtyard
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Real Estate Rising.
Looking back on 2014 pub real estate activity around the country, Clyde Mooney
spoke to Australia-wide and international broker CBRE to add perspective to a
bustling marketplace.
Australia’s national hotel and hospitality industries continued their upward climb in 2014, as seen in multiple trends
and indicators, and affecting pub business models from coast to coast.
The most notable trend, perforating sales and acquisitions throughout the year, was the unbridled influx of
investment capital, typically in the form of freehold passive interests occupied by proven tenants.
It is likely this reflects the sharp strategies of investment money-makers, and was cited in ‘smart money’ literature
such as the Commonwealth Bank’s BSI report (August, 2014). Compiled using national transaction data, the key
measure of economy-wide spending noted the hotel sector as the strongest performer of FY13, having increased
26.8 per cent.
A year of strong activity (refer pages 23-24), notably involving veteran operators that seemed to have held off
selling until the ‘time was right’, brought commentary akin to “demand outstripping supply”. And given the
decreasing pool of blue ribbon assets, others likely held off further knowing replacing income streams would be a
challenge. Asked how he saw the market post-2014, CBRE’s National director-pubs, Daniel Dragicevich, spoke of
strong sales.
“If Q4 was anything to go on, then definitely for that A-grade metro market north of $10m, there’s more buyers than
sellers. Prices were quite strong, because there were a lot of people going for them.”
Sharing the joint campaign with JLL of Solotel’s Golden Sheaf, Dragicevich said the big dollar sale by Solotel gave
the (undisclosed) investor a hands-off income steam courtesy of a proven, rock-solid tenant. Quoted (Property
Observer) as over $40 million on 6.6 per cent yield the deal is reminiscent of results achieved by ALH and Coles’
Spirit Hotels.
“[Bruce Solomon] gets a lot of equity out of it, sitting there on a low return, keeps all the cash-flow of the business,
and benefits from the growth in the business,” furthered Dragicevich. Within weeks, the CBRE director sold the
Newington Inn to the newly cash-up Solotel.
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London Hotel, Paddington

Free of any receivership stigma that came from
advertising pubs post-GFC, A-grade pub asset
holders listed properties in broad daylight and
with expectations of positivity. Unabashed by any
remaining noise of anti-gaming lobbyists, powerful,
well-funded groups flexed portfolio muscles that
included long-held and awaited gaming treasures.
And prophetic of large-scale development
announcements, developers strategically rounded up
prospect sites like prime cattle.

Development
The West Australian State Government recently
announced the massive developments of Elizabeth
Quay and Citylink that includes extensive retail,
hospitality and office construction, several hundred
new hotel rooms and over two thousand residential
apartments, and over five hectares of public space.
A tightly held market for pubs, CBRE Perth’s David
Kennedy says the “handful of sales” last year was

definitely not due to lack of demand. The short list
included his sale of the Victoria Park Hotel for $5.5
million on a 20-year lease and return of 5.79 per cent.
He told PubTIC Perth “is being revitalized by the State
Government” and will undoubtedly benefit from the
upcoming developments.
“Perth has been starved of new hotel product, and
the additions will increase leisure as well as corporate
visitors to Perth.
“The development of these major precincts within
the city will encourage more visitation to the city,
particularly on weekends. Pubs and taverns will feed
off this.”
Recognised as the ‘sustainable future of Western
Australia’, the AHA WA’s Bradley Woods describes the
state of the State’s hospitality and tourism industry as
“charging ahead”.
“Investment in the industry is unprecedented,”
said Woods.
Victoria introduced ‘agent-of-change’ legislation in
September that opened the doors to advances in
property development, and effectively ushered in a
new market of investment buyers for strategic pubs.
The previous month, Melbourne’s historic Duke of
Kent was purchased by Singapore developers for $14
million.

Daniel Dragicevich,
CBRE National director – pubs

David Kennedy
CBRE Senior Director
Hotel Brokerage & Investment Sales

The owner of St Kilda’s Prince of Wales Hotel decided
the time was right at $45 million, marketing the
famous pub with a 2-year lease to Melbourne Pub
Group and with approved plans for an additional four
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dollar refit, its residential potential in the quashed
entertainment district, coupled with the value of its
license and pokies, made it more valuable in pieces.

Room for more
As billion-dollar projects climb around the nation’s
capitals, some pubs seem to have spied the potentially
pending lack of mid-to-upper accommodation
options and ramped up their rooms.

levels of residential accommodation.
Handling this and the similar tenant-leased freehold
sale of Collingwood’s British Crown Hotel, CBRE
Melbourne’s Joseph Du Rieu recalls “many recent sales
along this trend”, citing South Melbourne’s Clarendon
and Town Hall Hotels, West Melbourne’s Railway
Hotel, and the Duke of Kent in the CBD.
The following month, CBRE transacted Melbourne’s
Corkman Irish Pub to a local developer for more than
$1.5 million above reserve, at nearly $5 million. The
global real estate company reported record-setting
demand and CBD land values reaching $28,000 per
square metre.
In NSW, market confidence continued the upswing
seen in 2013, although increasingly segmented across
location and asset type. Pubs coming to market in
suburban and particularly gaming-centric districts
attracted buyers from multiple mature sectors, most
notably financially-dictated investment vehicles and
private money.
Blessed with both, Parramatta top 150 gaming venue
the Rose & Crown sold through CBRE to an investor,
representing only its second time sold in a century of
ownership.
“As the market sees a generally positive hotel trading
environment, as well as clear legislative movement,
investors have the opportunity to consider the
A-grade properties when they enter the market,”
Dragicevich said.
Sadly, the allure of the investor dollar also saw the
ill-positioned Kings Cross icon The Bourbon succumb
to temptation and enter the market. Despite a top22 | January 2015 PubTIC

In Sydney’s gentrified East, the Royal Hotel Randwick
undertook an extensive renovation of its first-floor
accommodation last year, bringing together old-world
charm and stylish furnishings and modern amenities
including free wi-fi and large flatscreen TVs. Awarded
the AHA NSW Best Pub-Style Accommodation Award
for 2014, it offers a selection of ambient rooms in
single to family sizes, in a region where few pubs offer
accommodation facilities.
About 100 kilometres west of Brisbane, Rudd’s
Pub is the pride of the town of Nobby, and current
title holder of the AHA National’s Best Pub-Style
Accommodation. Offering endearingly quaint options
such as the Queens rooms’ showers under rainwater
tanks and beer tap taps in the bathrooms, and a
complimentary country breakfast, owners Sam and
Robyn Little personify everything people remember
fondly about staying in pubs.
Taking out the Tasmanian AHA’s Best Pub-Style
Accommodation for an unprecedented seven years
in a row, is the indomitable Stanley Hotel. Offering
a range of styles from ‘comfy country’ to quirky
heritage cottages
to contemporary
apartment, the
rooms blend
beautifully
with the idyllic
Tasmanian
environment and
provide guests
with views of
Stanley’s coast,
rural landscape
and gardens.

Pub Values
Pub transactions – highlights of 2014
January
Iris Hotel Group kick-starts an acquisitive year, securing the freehold of Coles-operated Top 50 gaming pub the Palms Hotel for
nearly $23 million through JLL. Coles, which operates nearly 100 pubs, explained the sale as part of keeping its property network
“under review” to safeguard investors.

February
Hot on the heels of its purchase of Woolahra’s Centennial Hotel, Halcyon Group purchased the coveted Buena Vista in Mosman
through JLL, ending 22 years in the hands of the Kelly family.
Merivale purchased the Paddington Arms from Four in Hand owner Joe Saleh, as Hemmes set to expand into the Eastern
suburbs.

March
Woolloomooloo’s famous Old Fitzroy Hotel went on the market through CBRE.
Brisbane’s foreshore guardian the South Bank Corporation listed the heritage Plough Inn Tavern, offering a 99-year leasehold
through JLL.
Former league legend Ricky Stewart listed his Australia Arms Hotel through JLL, offering a 24-hour license with upside in
gaming-strong western Sydney.
Following success with its own strategy to divest freeholds leased to its pub operation and takeaway liquor divisions, Coles
offered up its first Western Australia property, the Victoria Park Hotel, and Bundaberg’s Old Bundy Tavern, through CBRE.

April
Consolidating its Eastern suburbs presence, Merivale bought into Coogee’s historic Beach Palace Hotel through JLL, in what was
rumoured to be a prudent and complex arrangement that would give Hemmes flexibility in the price dependent on outcome.
Building the momentum in Sydney’s East, the Lord Dudley was listed through Knight Frank by 35-year publican owner James
Couché, citing “perhaps he was at the stage of life he should think about retiring”.
Surfside Hotel Group divested the Evening Star – poignantly located outside the Sydney lockout zone – for $6 million through
CBRE, citing plans to renovate its other four venues.

May
As the Eastern suburbs run continued, Ben May’s London Hotel came to market through Ray White, with May admitting the
‘timing was right’.
Next, Bondi’s Tea Gardens sold to publican John Purkis for a whopping $37 million through Ray White, within hours of the fourweek EOI campaign closing.

June
Iris Group continued its expansion, taking up both the Wentworth Hotel in gaming-centric Homebush and One World bar in
booming Parramatta from vendor Rod Salmon.
Australian Leisure Group (ALG) continued its re-shuffle, divesting top 25 gaming venue Fairfield’s Cambridge Tavern through Ray
White for over $20 million. The Golden Mile asset’s benefits included a 44-year lease to ALH.
Gaming pubs rolled the dice as both Sylvania’s Crest Hotel and the Redmond Groups two Vegas Hotels (Seven Hills, Kings Cross)
were listed through JLL, amid plans for other venue developments.

July
CBRE sells inner-Sydney pub Tailors at Central in just two weeks, as reports abound of upheavals in profitability in
the restriction-affected areas of the CBD.
Coles purchased the Marina Quays Tavern through Knight Frank – its first hotel in four years, following numerous
recent freehold divestments.
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August
30-year owner Robert Osborne determined that it was the right time to sell, passing the Central Coast’s Patonga Beach Hotel to
a local developer through JLL for around $8 million.
Top Wollongong gaming venue Dicey Riley’s was listed through Ray White, and Pelathon Management Group reluctantly put its
gaming goldmine Lucky Australian up for sale, citing a move into a bigger Queensland venue.
In Melbourne, the historic Duke of Kent was purchased by Singapore developers for $14 million.
Top 150 gaming venue, Parramatta’s Rose & Crown sold through CBRE, with the investor purchaser labelled “new capital
entering the market”.

September
After months of negotiation, Woolworths-backed ALH announced the sale of a record 54 freehold titles to the Charter Hall
and Hosplus-backed LWIP (Long WALE Investment Partnership) for $603 million, instantly creating a major new Australian pub
landlord.
Pub barons the Laundys and Fraser Short pipped 20+ suitors to purchase both the Mona Vale Hotel and Northies through Ray
White from old friend Peter Beaumont.
Continuing its own acquisition strategy, Gallagher Hotels purchased Ryde’s Royal Hotel through CBRE – its most expensive pub
to date, at around $18 million.
Lantern Group purchased Botany’s Waterworks Hotel through JLL for around $8.5 million, noting its potential, and within weeks
Newcastle landmark the Exchange Hotel for $9.25 million through Ray White, identifying it as “a key acquisition”.

October
Private investor John Van Haandel listed St Kilda’s Prince of Wales Hotel through CBRE, with the $45 million price tag including a
20-year lease to Melbourne Pub Group and hot on the heels of Victoria’s newly introduced ‘agent-of-change’ legislation.
Complete Group purchased the Beadon Bay Hotel for $5 million, revealing plans for a further $11 million to restore and develop
the heritage-listed pub.
Beating 14 international bids, Kim Maloney secured the purchase through JLL of Bondi’s beachfront icon the Hotel Bondi from
the business of his late father Cyril Maloney, who had owned it over 40 years.
The freehold for the British Crown Hotel in Collingwood went on the market through CBRE, holding an established lease and
drawing agent comments of increasing sales “along this trend”.
Only two years after a massive renovation, Chris Cheung’s The Bourbon went on the market, citing downturn in trade since
regulation changes.

November
The Corkman Irish Pub in Melbourne’s university district sold to a local developer for nearly $5 million through CBRE – over $1.5
million above reserve.
Rockdale’s Grand Hotel sold through JLL for around $25 million, after 35-year owners the Goff family opted to sell one of the
few remaining independently owned top 50 gaming pubs.
In Petersham, Tim Condon’s Newington Inn was sold to Solotel, and the White Cockatoo Hotel sold by its 16-year owners for
around $4.5 million, both through CBRE.
Redcape Hotel Group furthered its dominance in the Golden precinct, adding Eastwood’s Landmark Hotel to its portfolio
through Ray White

December
Capping a year of growth that saw its value reach $500 million, Iris Group purchased Bondi’s Cock & Bull Hotel for more than
$20 million through CBRE, and Grumpy’s Hotel in Caterbury through JLL for $11 million. The rapidly expanding operators and
developers have indicated an approaching IPO, saying it is something they are “working towards”.
Private investor Vaughan Blank paid over $40 million for the freehold of Solotel’s Golden Sheaf, after an extensive joint
campaign through CBRE and JLL. The triple-A grade 1936 pub sold on a blue-ribbon triple-net lease back to Solotel, netting a 6.6
per cent yield.
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Mixed Drinks
Whether in a pub or a variation on the
theme, bars are where people come
to drink. Manager of one of Perth’s
most successful and talent-generating
public houses, Sacha Delfosse, talks
money and pub cocktails.
While most pubs and hotels in Australia are not
places one would expect to be able to order a
Prohibition-era cocktail, or a molecular concoction
‘constructed’ rather than poured, using home-made
ingredients, there is still the chance to provide
guests with some easy-to-make and easy-toconsume mixed drinks.
Mixers and spirits are a common offer in most
licensed venues across the land, and one such mixer
that deserves to be used more often is ginger beer.
Here I will share with you a handful of delicious
ginger beer-based drinks that are refreshing and
tasty – and potentially adding a point of difference
(and some good margins) to your bar.
Vodka still reigns supreme as the spirit of choice
for drinkers, especially females. So it shouldn’t be
too hard to encourage the next guest that orders
a ‘vodka-lime-soda’ to try a ‘Moscow Mule’. Dating
back to the 1950s, the Moscow Mule was created (or
so the legend goes) to
help a vodka salesman
move more product,
and a Hollywood pub
manager get rid of
excess ginger beer he
had on hand.
Simply add 60ml of
vodka into a highball
or tall glass, add two to
three lime wedges (with
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the juice squeezed into the glass), fill with ice, top
with ginger beer and give it a bit of stir.
Another great way to use ginger beer is in the
rum-based Dark & Stormy. Although it’s technically
supposed to be made with Gosling’s Black Seal rum,
it works with pretty much any dark rum and is a
great, sessionable drink that even non-rum drinkers
will like.
Simple add 60ml of dark rum into a highball or
tall glass, a couple of lime wedges, with the juices
squeezed into the glass, several dashes of Angostura
Bitters, fill the glass with ice and top with ginger
beer and stir. If you wish to give it a bit more of an
aromatic kick, add a dash of bitters on top.
Another spirit that matches up surprisingly well with
ginger beer is tequila. Although most people still see
tequila as shot of choice for a wild night out that
will induce a bad hangover the next morning, trying
good quality 100 per cent agave tequila quickly
dispels this bad image. And rather than serving it as
a shot, try and convince your patrons to try this in
an El Diablo cocktail (which dates back to the mid
40s).
Like the two previous drinks, add 60ml of tequila
into a highball or tall glass along with a few
squeezed lime wedges, but this time also add 15ml
of crème de cassis (blackcurrant liqueur), add the
ice, top with ginger beer and stir.
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